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The Road to Bharatpur

We (Dave, YC and I) arrived at Delhi airport around
7.30pm local time. It took around 20 minutes to half an
hour to get through immigration, which was not too bad.
The airport itself was quite shabby and cleaners shuffled
around in an apparently futile attempt to make it look a
bit more organized. We ran the gauntlet of drivers
waving signs to attract the attention of their arriving
passengers. It was not a good start for us as we were
not named in dispatches as apparently our driver
mistook the time of our arrival. He could not apparently
translate 19.40 pm into 7.70pm. He duly arrived and we
were ferried into our hotel, designated Centrepoint. It
apparently had not been redecorated since the Raj. The
bed was rock hard and the TV in the corner was just a
plastic decoration. We managed to strangle a meal from
the proprietor of the grease spattered, modest dining
room and proceed to consume curried chicken. We
asked for a bottle of Kingfisher, which is the locally
brewed lager beer but as we found out...... also the name
of a bottled water. We hit the rocks (normally known as
hay) and slept soundly.

We had an early start to beat the majority of the rush-hour traffic in the streets of Delhi . We were
settled in a Toyota Qualis expertly driven by Raju. As in a number of countries we quickly noted that
red lights are only a suggestion but safely navigated our way honking and being honked at. The
humanity and other sundry animals on the drive out of Delhi quickly overwhelmed the senses. The
light for photographic purposes was delightful...... an angular and orange-coloured sun was filtered
into a soft morning light by the remnants of a morning winter mist and the smoke from many small
fires. Breakfast was being cooked on fires burning charcoal, brushwood and trash. Extremely
photogenic men and women mingled in clusters everywhere along the route. Colourful turbans
framing weather-beaten faces and flapping saris highlighted and rimlit made me want to stop the
car many times. Sacred cows wandered and munched or were being washed and tendered. Pigs
rummaged through rubbish often trailed by the long-snouted offspring. Scrawny dogs surveyed the
morning opportunities and some nursing bitches jogged along the road with oversized, milk-gorged
teats swinging beneath emaciated bodies. Two elephants with painted faces carried loads of
firewood, camels jogged along in front of unpainted wooden carts, donkeys with small behinds
seemed lost under their mountainous loads. Men talked, contemplated, spat (frequently) and ran the
gauntlet amongst the traffic. Women swept, talked (off course) and carried urns of water in
curvaceous jars on their heads, sometimes with faces mysteriously covered by their colorful gauzy
saris. Here was humanity clinging to existence but mostly well laundered and proud.

Along the route the towns and villages gave way to fields. We crossed several state borders. This
required some paperwork and paying of fees and while the vehicle was stationary we were
assaulted by misshapen beggars, men with dancing bears pathetically tethered by ropes through
their nostrils, others had monkeys that did tricks and there were the vendors of trinkets and fans
made from peacock feathers.

The sun sauntered slowly into a position that unlike Singapore was not overhead the angular rays
and subtle mist illuminated scene after scene of frozen stories and many ‘Kodak moments”.

We left the well-paved main highway and had about 30miles to Bharatpur. The road was not so
good but no real problem and I had just made a comment to highlight this feature, which turned out
to be rather premature. We then negotiated several miles of bone-jarring, rutted and dusty road.
Fortunately the pits morphed into a new section of thoroughfare, some of which had been
necessitated by the chronic flooding in some villages. We saw a disproportionate number of dead
dogs spread unceremoniously on the new bitumen. They had obviously programmed their escape
from oncoming vehicles on the rutted road and had failed to adjust their on-board radar systems to
higher velocities. Along the route there was people going about their daily chores; patting mud into
moulds for making bricks or collecting the cow patties... moulding them into round plates prior to
sun-drying and used as the fuel for cooking fires. The poo-recycling industry was big business
(sorry) and begged a few questions; does it add flavour to the Nan bread when Mum returns from
the field to prepare lunch and is it responsible for the lack of flies? Women were often seen carrying
the dried disks on bowls on their heads, on a larger scale ox-carts would carry bigger loads and
even ten ton trucks carried the product to towns or cities.

Keoladeo Wildlife Park

The village of Bharatpur was typical of others we had seen with its myriads of stories and frozen
moments at every turn. Our Lodge was actually inside the park and we settled in our rooms prior to
the midday meal gong. The rooms were comfortable with shower and toilet as well as a TV that
worked (four channels, one of which was Russian?). The hot water was a bit reluctant but I was
better supplied that my two companions who both got mild electric shocks from the flowing water in
their bathrooms (who needs caffeine to wake up in the morning?).

Having dined on a curry ensemble we met our guide Satto Singh, a good-looking young man in his
mid-thirties who came from the nearby village and supported a wife and two-young children. His
English was not great but he knew his local wildlife and had carved out a reasonable existence with
a background of no college education. We realized after a while though the guiding information is
often self-serving. He would not say where various bird were in the park fearing that we would say
thanks for the information and go to them without paying him. Any information had to be taken with
this in mind.
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Baby Spotted Owlets Hoopoe

Intermediate egret Long-tailed Nightjar

We had learned that the park had suffered from a lack of rains from the monsoon and the large
ponds that normally provided food for migrating storks, which nested in the park, were mostly dried
up and that local cows had invaded the park. This we found to be true but the local population of
birds and mammals were still there in good numbers and variety, several spotted deer were
munching vegetation not far from our rooms and the jackals howled their haunting calls very close
to our rooms during the night. The game reserve was originally set up by a well-heeled Maharajah
to entice birds, mainly water-fowl with the purpose of blasting them to smithereens. A series of mud
barriers was constructed to encase the waters from the monsoon and provide an avian haven.
There are records on display of various ‘important’ guests and their associated hunting parties
shooting up to four thousand of our feathered friends in an orgy of destruction. How wondrously
advanced are the homo-sapiens , forgivable if necessary for feeding hungry offspring but what a
kick they must have got to see so many birds blown up. Fortunately modern day Indians have
sought to preserve the area as a haven for wildlife and come to watch the species through
binoculars. There is one main route in that ends at an old temple, from there and along the central
spine bunds run off at right angles and these have tracks wide enough to walk or cycle along. The
main spine runs for 2-3 kilometres and transport is provided on pedal-powered rickshaws or an
occasional horse-drawn carriage. The rickshaw men give a running commentary on some of the
species and gather in around small fires in the cold mornings waiting for passengers.

Black-winged Kite Long-tailed Shrike
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Rose-ringed Parrot Sarus Crane crossover

White-throated Kingfisher Pied Bushchat

The weather was usually fine with the sun filtered through the morning mist and the ever-present
haze from cooking and sundry other fires. The light for photography was particularly good in the
hour after sunrise and the our before sunset although the midday sun was still at a reasonable
angle for photography although the increased heat at that time of the day saw the birds ducking for
cover as well (or covering for ducks). It was quite hard work lugging a bag full of gear, a big lens
and a tripod for around 10 kilometers. The bushes all seemed to be armed with spikes to make
things a bit more difficult. We photographed owls peeking out of crevices, nightjars camouflaged
amongst dead leaves, kites; fluttering and perching, kingfishers perching and diving and their
colourful cousin the Indian Roller doing the same. There were various species of deer and antelope
and a fishing cat, a jungle cat and a civet cat. Magpie Robins tweeted in the scrub and orioles and
treepies added colour to the bush and trees. The evenings were pleasant having local food and
drinking cold Kingfisher beer, except YC who had the strange habit of drinking Coco Cola and water
in equal portions.

White-throated Kingfisher Soaring Sarus Cranes
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Indian Roller Does among the Ducks

Sunset Synchrony (Canadian Geese) Grey Mongeese

Notes on Keoladeo

Shooting in this park has great prospects. It was not anywhere close its best but it was still good.
There was only a small amount of water that is deposited in the monsoon and which usually
supports many fish to sustain the nesting migrants. Best advice would be to get a report on the
water state before booking and you will have plenty of warning as it happens in July. Make sure you
get an unbiased report as the local guides and hoteliers will want you there whatever. You can
shoot independently and we did after getting the lie of the land as a group. We each carried a
Motorola walkie-talkie and let each other know if we were onto a good subject. A number of the
species we encountered are seen in Singapore but stalking them appeared to be easier. The light
for 90 minutes post-dawn and pre-dusk was excellent and especially in the evening when the birds
started to perch for the night you could pick off some portraits with nice backgrounds. Most days
had blue skies but there is an ever-present smoke haze from small burn-offs and the country
cooking fires. The park is extensive and there is quite a bit of walking, which with a full pack, tripod
and big lens requires a certain degree of fitness. Accommodation was adequate; we stayed inside
the park and the rooms were possibly over-priced but everything was there, but only just. There are
cheaper hotels in the village which is not far away and it is possible to travel by rail from Delhi . I
would definitely be keen to return here.

Sightseeing at the Taj

After two full days at Bharatpur we headed south to the tiger park of Rathambore . We took a side-
step to view one of the modern wonders of the world, the Taj Mahal at Agra . Agra was less than
an hour from Bharatpur but the journey through the sprawling outskirts of the city took around the
same time. Agra did not seem to be a city with much higher-level infrastructure and had all the
trappings of a country village but on a much larger scale. We parked about a kilometer from the Taj
and had to complete the journey on an electric bus. Hawkers descended on us like Australian
outback blowflies, selling models of the great edifice, woman’s bangles and models of tigers. Once
inside the scene was far more tranquil with the great marble mausoleum posing majestically in the
sunny morning haze. The grounds were kept reasonably well but would not have won major
gardening awards. The elongated reflection pool was slightly grubby and crumbling at the edges.
Why you need fountains in a reflection pool was slightly beyond my comprehension. A guide picked
us up and was well versed in where to stand to get the best photographic compositions while he
delivered little sound-bytes of information. The Taj Mahal itself was all that the legend had it to be.
It was a magnificent example of skill and architecture that was presented nicely after years of being
partially obscured with scaffolding. 20,000 artisans worked for 21 years to erect the Turkish-
designed monument. Solid marble slabs were transported 300 miles and were carved and
magnificently inlaid with miles of semi-precious stones and Arabic quotations from the Koran inlaid
with onyx. The main tomb is downstairs and visitors are not allowed to see that. There are replicas
of the final resting place also on view upstairs (these were also made originally as a false tomb).

Taj Mahal close up
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Detail of the fabulous stone-inlaid wall

Framed Taj Mahal

Rathambore Tiger? Park

After 2 hours of viewing we retrieved our Qualis and set off for Rathambore. The journey took
around 5-6 hours and was uneventful but again surrounding by wall-to-wall colour and action. The
accommodation at Rathambore (Tiger Moon Resort) was good with individual chalets in a
compound, some distance from the village of Rathambore and adjacent to scrubby wasteland with a
small pond that appeared to be the local watering hole for a range of domestic animals and was
also host to around 6-8 species of water fowl. Black-faced langur monkeys shook the trees, ran
across the roofs and attempted raids into the dining room.

Black-faced langur monkey Spotted Redshank

Pied Avocets in flight Black-winged Stilt in flight

Spitting Spotted Redshank Nilgai on the run

The daily activity revolved around a morning and afternoon game drive into the reserve. There were
three types of vehicle available; a large Canter (like a small bus with the roof cut off) that
transported around 30 persons, a small 12-15 person Canter and Jeeps (called Gypsies) that were
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ideal for 3-4 persons and gave more freedom for a like-minded group. There were a number of
routes around the park on variable roads and each vehicle was assigned a particular route. There
might be tigers on route 10 and you are on route 3, so miss the connection. We had four trips
experiencing each type of vehicle unfortunately without laying eyes on any of the 42 tigers in the
park. It appeared that the big cats had not been sighted by anyone for 5 days after a mother with
three cubs had been observed at close range. There were other animals present (the tigers have to
eat something) including: deer, antelope, mongooses, wild boar, porcupines, crocodiles and a
variety of birds. Our guide said that last year he saw a fight between a tiger and a crocodile. It
appeared the waterholes had dried out somewhat and prey was scarce. The tiger had made a kill
and the hungry croc tried to muscle in. The croc was at least as big as the cat but the latter
managed to avoid the snapping jaws and fatally rake the soft underbelly of the croc. Sounded a tall
story but he produced a photo.

Between drives we shot flying aquatic birds at the local pond and had to compete with a few
begging kids and a multitude of thirsty, flatulent goats (they were no competition after a good curry).
There was never much time to have a nap as there was always gear cleaning, image-downloading
onto laptop computers and the occasional laundry duties.

Spotted Deer fawn begs for a drink Trotting throught the pond together

Sambur Deer and friend Chinkara Male

Male Sambur with an impressive rack

Notes on Rathambore

We stayed at the ‘Tiger Moon’ resort just outside the Park. Accommodation was very good with
individual chalets. There was some good shooting in the grounds of the resort and in a small
communal pond outside that hosted several species of waders and was visited by passing cows and
herds of flatulent goats. The morning and evening game drive in the park dominated the schedule at
Rathambore and consumed the ‘good light’ periods just after dawn and pre-dusk. Your freedom to
shoot what you wanted was proportionately limited by the size of the vehicle you were assigned.
Dollars in the right hands could bring better conditions and this had advantages and disadvantages.
There were no tigers spotted by any groups for the best part of a week but this is a lottery anyway
and you accept the odds. There were other animals to photograph and these were better
approached by vehicles but getting into the best position was again difficult. It was virtually
impossible to use a 500mm lens. It was the local winter and it could also be cold on an exposed
seat. In summary I would be reluctant to return to Rathambore as tigers can be spotted in other
parks with greater reliability and it appeared to me that it more suited the day tourist rather than the
photographer.

Back to Bharatpur
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As Bharatpur was roughly half-way along the route to Delhi we decided to cut the journey in half,
spent another afternoon and morning shooting in on the bunds and then head to the airport for our
evening flight back to Singapore.

We concentrated more on the aquatic birds and were helped in obtaining flight shots by a couple of
eagles who flew over the grazing geese and sent them skyward in various arrays and disarray. The
light in the evening and morning were from opposite directions which gave good frontal light or
silhouettes. There was a recently deceased animal near the path vultures were lining up for their fill.
Dave and I spied a ‘jackal’ feasting on the beast so we stalked carefully in to get the ‘on-the-kill-
shot’, after a couple of shots the canine turned around to confront us and revealed itself to be a
normal country mongrel dog...... clearly having had delivered a gift from the gods.

Home with difficulty

We cleverly worked out our timing to get to the airport with some ‘emergency’ time and set off just
before noon . We had to connect to the Agra to Delhi highway by means of a reasonably minor
road. About halfway along we were stopped by police and told the road was blocked (apparently a
railway problem) and were shunted down a rather narrow and pitted road. About 8 kilometres down
this scanty byway there were a number of tankers parked which resulted in a one-lane
thoroughfare. Vehicles from both directions tried to negotiate this at the same time and confronted
each other while other vehicles piled up behind the protagonists. This led to a round of staring,
head-scratching, urinating in the nearby ditch and confusing directions. After an hour of inactivity we
cleverly extracted ourselves and retraced our steps. We finally got in the clear and found the main
highway to Delhi . Raju seemed to feel obligated to make up for wasted time by mimicking Michael
Schumacher, which is not very advisable on Indian roads. Even four lane highways with a fence
dividing the opposite moving flows did not guarantee much as several very large trucks still manage
to come head-on to us. Through camel legs, bouncing donkeys out of the way and spinning
rickshaw drivers into fetid pools was the answer and even then we only had one serious looking
skid. The outskirts of Delhi also seemed to go on forever and multiple lanes of traffic of all
descriptions jockeyed for one portal. What a relief to get to the airport..... here we could relax, joke
and sip tiger beer while homebound..... wrong.

After negotiating the pre-check bag x-rays, the ticketing, the customs, all of which took too long, we
were ushered into the final waiting room after going through more x-rays and searches then some
errant b......d phoned in a bomb threat on our plane. Repeated delays, bag searches on the runway,
a prolonged re-x-ray of carry-on bags and a drawn out boarding saw us seated some seven hours
after the schedules time. The greatest relief was to get away from the recorded piano musak that
hammered away on our tympanic membranes our for all that time.

Just over four hours later we were safely on Singapore soil planning our next trip to more of the
game parks of India.
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